It is an effective way to overcome the randomization sensibility of extreme learning machine (ELM) by using Gaussian process regression (GPR) to optimize the output-layer weights. The key of GPR based ELM (GPRELM) is the selection of kernel function which is used to measure the similarity between different hidden-layer output vectors. In this paper, we conduct an experimental analysis to compare the classification performances of radial basis function (RBF) kernel and polynomial (Poly) kernel based GPRELMs. The comparative results on 24 UCI data sets reveal that: (1) GPRELMs have the serious over-fitting; (2) GPRELMs can get the better classification accuracies with less hidden-layer nodes in comparison with the original ELM; and (3) the smaller regularization factors usually bring about the higher training accuracies for GPRELMs, while the larger regularization factors usually result in the higher testing accuracies. All these conclusions provide the useful enlightenments and instructions for the theoretical studies and practical applications of GPRELMs.
Introduction
Extreme learning machine (ELM) [8] - [10] is a simple training algorithm for single hidden-layer feed-forward neural network (SLFN), which randomly selects the input-layer weights and hidden-layer biases and analytically determines the output-layer weights. Thus, the training speed of ELM can be thousands of times faster than traditional back-propagation (BP) algorithm. Meanwhile, the theoretically proof guarantees the universal approximate capability of ELM. The lower computational complexity and better generalization performance makes ELM obtain a wide range of applications [2] , [6] , [7] , [14] , [15] , [17] .
However, every coin has two sides. ELM also has some obvious defects one of which is the sensibility of prediction result to random initialization. The researchers have conducted some representative works along this direction. For example, Ref. [16] proposed an evolutionary ELM (E-ELM) which uses the differential evolutionary algorithm to select the input weights and hidden biases for ELM. Then, [1] improved E-ELM and developed a self-adaptive evolutionary extreme learning machine (SaE-ELM) to optimize the hidden node parameters. Experimental results show SaE-ELM outperforms E-ELM. An optimized extreme learning machine (O-ELM) was designed in [12] , which uses three different optimization algorithms to optimize the input weights, hidden biases, and regularization factor, simultaneously. Ref. [5] proposed two weight initialization schemes, i.e., binary ELM based on {0, 1}-weights and ternary ELM based on {-1, 0, 1}-weights, to improve the diversity of neurons in the hidden layer. For binary/ternary ELMs, the necessary optimizations are also required to select the better
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Original ELM
Given the training data set with N distinct instances
ELM [9] , [10] calculates the output-layer weight matrix as † HY  ,
where
L is the number of hidden-layer nodes of ELM, the input-layer weight matrix are randomly selected according to any continuous probability distribution [10] , and the training output matrix is 
, ELM predicts its output as:
is the hidden-layer output vector of x . Due to avoid the iterative adjustments to weights and biases of SLFN, ELM's training speed can be thousands of times faster than BP [10] . ELM can achieve the equal generalization performances with Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Least Square SVM (LSSVM) [9] . From Eq. (2), we can find the predictive accuracy of ELM mainly depends on the calculation of † H . Sometimes, the random selections to input-layer weights W and hidden-layer biases b can produce nonsingular hidden-layer output matrix H which causes no solution of linear system HY  and lowers the predictive accuracy of ELM [13] . This makes the prediction of ELM unstable and indicates that ELM is sensitive to random initialization.
Gprelm
GPRELM [3] is a recently proposed method to improve ELM's random sensitivity, which predicts the output y for unseen instance x according to the following joint Gaussian distribution: 
is Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. From Eq. (3), we can derive the posterior distribution of predicted output y as
where the mean and variance of this Gaussian distribution are
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and respectively, I is a N-by-N identity matrix. In GPRELM,  is used as the prediction output of unseen instance x , i.e., let
Meanwhile, GPRELM also defines the 95% confidence region for the estimation of unknown y as 1.96 , 1.96
So far, there is a parameter about which we don't discuss, that is the regularization factor 2 N  in Eqs. (6)- (8) . This parameter is related to Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) which assumes that
where the noise  obeys Gaussian distribution
Experimental Analysis on Prediction Performance of GPRELM
Experimental Setup
In this comparative study, we use 24 UCI [11] classification data sets to validate the prediction performance of
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GPRELM. The details of these 24 UCI data sets are summarized in Table 1 . The data sets are firstly. For ELM, we use the method proposed in [9] to calculate the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse † H of hidden-layer output matrix H as follows:
Besides RBF kernel used in GPRELM [3] , we also consider using another kernel to construct GPRELM model, i.e., polynomial kernel
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Volume 12, Number 4, April 2017 We term GPRELMs with RBF kernel in Eq. (4) and polynomial kernel in Eq. (11) as GPRELMRBF and GPRELMPoly, respectively.
There are four parameters that require to be determined in our experiment, i.e., the number L of hidden-layer nodes, regularization factor Tables 2 and 3 respectively present the best training and testing accuracies of ELM, GPRELMRBF and GPRELMPoly. Meanwhile, Table 4 gives the training and testing times of ELM, GPRELMRBF and GPRELMPoly on 24 UCI data sets corresponding to the best training and testing accuracies. From Table 2 , we can see that (1) GPRELMRBF and GPRELMPoly obtain the better training accuracies than ELM; (2) RBF kernel make GPRELM get the better training accuracy than polynomial kernel; (3) GPRELMRBF obtains the better training accuracy with less hidden-layer nodes than ELM and GPRELMPoly on 23 data sets; and (4) GPRELMRBF obtains the better training accuracy with smaller regularization factor N  than ELM and GPRELMPoly. From Table 3 , we can see that (1) GPRELMRBF and
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GPRELMPoly obtain the better testing accuracies than ELM; (2) RBF kernel make GPRELM get the better testing accuracy than polynomial kernel; (3) GPRELMRBF obtains the better testing accuracy with more hidden-layer nodes than ELM and GPRELMPoly on 16 data sets; and (4) GPRELMRBF obtains the better training accuracy with smaller regularization factor N  than ELM and GPRELMPoly. From Table 4 , we can see the training and testing times of GPRELMRBF and GPRELMPoly are all higher than ELM, because the calculations of kernel matrix and kernel vector are time-consuming.  on GPRELMRBF (Fig. 1) , impact of N  and b on GPRELMPoly (Fig. 2) , impact of L and N  on GPRELMRBF (Fig. 3) , impact of L and N  on GPRELMPoly (Fig. 4) , impact of L and 2  on GPRELMRBF ( 
Conclusion
In this paper, we empirically investigate the classification performances of two kinds of Gaussian Process Regression based Extreme Learning Machine (GPRELM), i.e., GPRELM with Radial Basis Function kernel (GPRELMRBF) and GPRELM with polynomial kernel (GPRELMPoly). The final results tell us that (1) GPRELMs can obtain the better generalization performances than ELM and meanwhile exist the serious over-fitting; (2) the number of hidden-layer nodes can't remarkably impact the training and testing accuracies of GPRELMRBF and GPRELMPoly; (3) the smaller regularization factors usually make the prediction of GPRELMs more stable. All these results provide the useful enlightenments and instructions for the theoretical studies and practical applications of GPRELMs.
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